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To (all whom/wit may concern.- ' 
Be it known that I, RICHARD VARLEY, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at Provi 
dence, in the county of Providence and State 
of Rhode Island, have invented certain new 
and useful Improvements in Processes of 
\Vinding Flat IVire, of which the following is 
a full, clear, and exact description. 
This invention is a process of winding ?at 

or ribbon-like material of narrow width, so 
as to obtain long unbroken lengths of the ma 
terial in a single helix all of the convolutions 
of which are in the same plane at right angles 
to the winding-axis. 
The invention relates more particularly to 

the winding of ?at wire for electrical pur 
poses. It is desirable to have the wire wound 
up in long lengths, so that when it is un 
wound and made up into special forms for 
electrical purposes, such as electromagnetic 
coils, it will not contain breaks, which have 
to be joined by solder or otherwise and which. 
are objectionable in electrical apparatus. 
In the winding of narrow ?at wire, so that 

the convolutions are all in the same plane, 
forming a disk, it is not practicable to wind 
the wire between ?anges, because if the dis 
tance between the ?anges is equal to the 
width of wire the strand will bind in passing 
between the ?anges, and if the space between 
the ?anges is increased the coil will build up 
unevenly. A coil cannot ‘be practicably 
wound without any side supports whatever, 
because when it reached a large diameter the 
jarring of the winding-spindle or other ex 
traneous forces will break the coil down. 

. Hence no considerable length of wire can be 
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coiled up in this manner. , 
The object of my invention is to provide a 

process by which any desired length of wire 
can be practicably coiled up into a single 
disk of considerable diameter. 
To this end the improved process consists in 

winding a coil in successive sections, each sec 
tion having its own base or core and a support 
ing side ?ange on one side, the successive sec 
tions having internal diameters substantially 
equal to the external diameter of the preced 
ing section. The radial width of each sec— 
tion is as great as can be made without break 
ing down the section. At the end of each 

section the plane of the helix is shifted to a 
position parallel to that of the last section 
wound, so as to bring the new section onto 
a solid footing or core, where its tension will 
not affect or disturb any of the sections pre 
viously wound. lVhen all the sections have 
been woun d, they are simultaneously removed 
from the winding device and telescoped over 
each other to bring them all into the same 
plane, and thus form one large disk contain 
ing a great length of wire. 
In carrying out my process I use a winding 

device of peculiar construction. , 
In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is 

an edge view of a disk upon which the wind 
ing is done. Fig. 2 is a central section of the 
disk, showing the winding in place thereon. 
Fig. 3 is an enlarged detail showing the man 
ner of transferring the strand from the end 
of one section to the beginning of the next, 
and Fig. 4. is a sectional perspective of the 
?nished winding. ' 
As an aid to the winding operation I use a 

disk A, which is mounted rigidly upon the 
winding axis or shaft B. This disk is, in 
fact, a‘ multiple disk, since it has a series of 
annular concentric. shoulders a a’ (L2, 850., 
successively offset from flat surfaces 1) l)’ ()2, 
850. Each annular shoulder forms a base or 
footing for each section of the winding, as 
will now appear. In beginning the winding 
the end of the strand is fastened in any suit 
able manner to the shoulder of smallest di 
ameter a and the shaft started. The coil 
builds up in the plane of the shoulder a and 
the strand is meanwhile held close to the face 
Z), so that the coil will grow evenly and with 
the edge of each convolution resting against 
and supported by the face Z). If the strand 
is guided by hand, the operator can at the 
same time press his ?nger or a ?at instru 
ment of suitable character against the outer 
face of the coil to force it over against the 
face 1) to insure an even winding. The di 
ameter or depth of the face Z) is about the limit 
of the size of coil that, can be built up on the 
shoulder a without danger of breaking down 
or producing an uneven winding. As soon 
as the level of shoulder a’ is reached the lead 
ing strand is deflected laterally to bring it 
into the plane of shoulder a’, the displace 
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ment of the strand being gradual and indi 
cated in Fig. 3. The second section is then 
built up on the shoulder a’, the said shoulder 
furnishing a new and solid footing for it and 
the surface I)’ aiding in the formation of- the 
section in the same manner as before. ‘Vhen 
the second section reaches the diameter of 
the shoulder (42, the strand is again shifted 
laterally to bring it into the plane of said 
shoulder to give the third section a solid foot 
ing, whereupon the third section is wound to 
the outer diameter of the face b2. The disk 
can be provided with other annular shoulders 
and the winding operation continued almost 
inde?nitely. In this way a very long length 
of ?at wire can be continuously coiled up. 
‘Vhen the disk has been ?lled, it is removed 
from the shaft and turned face downward 
upon a flat surface, whereupon the sections 
all fall from the disk and into the same plane 
with each other by telescoping one over the 
other, the ?nished product being one large 
disk, as shown in sectional perspective in 
Fig. it, the lines o 0 being more or less imag 
inary and locating the limits of the sections. 
Disks of wire thus made can be clamped be 
tween boards and shipped or handled with 
out- displacing the convolutions. 
The distance between the shoulders of the 

winding-disk can be made as small or great 
as conditions may require. The method of 
removing the sections from the disk is not 
important and any other way than that de 
scribed can be resorted to. 
Having described my invention, I claim 
l. The process of winding ?at wire, which 

consists in winding the wire into a plurality 
of successive sections in each of which the 
convolutions are all in the same plane at right 
angles to the winding-axis, each section hav 
ing an internal diameter substantially equal 
to the external diameter of the preceding sec 
tion, and supporting each section independ— 
ently of the others during the winding oper 
ation. 

2. _ The process of winding ?at wire, which 
consists in winding wire into a plurality of 
successive sections in each of which the con 
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volutions are all in the same plane at right 
angles to the winding-axis, but each section 
being in a different plane, each section hav 
ing an internal diameter substantially equal 
to the external diameter of the preceding sec— 
tion, substantially as described. 

The process of winding ?at wire, which 
consists in winding wire, into a plurality of 
successive sections in each of which the c011 
VOlHtiOllS are all in the same plane at right 
angles to the winding—axis, but each section 
being in a different plane, each section being 
given an internal diameter substantially equal 
to the external diameter of the preceding sec 
tion, and then telescoping one section over an 
other to bring all sections into the same plane. 

it. The process of winding ?at wire, which 
consists in successively winding a plurality 
of sections, the convolutions of each section 
being all in the same plane, while the respec 
tive sections are in different planes parallel 
to each other and supporting each section at 
its center and on one side only during its 
winding. 

5. The process of winding ?at wire, which 
consists in winding one section upon a suit 
able base or core, so that its convolutions will 
all be in the same plane at right angles to the 
winding-axis, then directing the strand later 
ally onto a second base or core substantially 
equal in diameter to the outer diameter of 
the ?rst section, winding a second section 
of the second base or core parallel to the ?rst 
section and with its convolutions all in the 
same plane, and again transferring the strand 
to a third base or core whose diameter is sub 
stantially equal to the outer diameter of the 
section‘ previously wound and winding as be 
fore, and so on, building up sections of wind 
ing throughout all of which the strand is 
continuous. V 

In witness whereof I subscribe my signa 
ture in presence of two witnesses. 

RICHARD VARLEY. 

lVit‘nesses: _ 

M. M. ORoswELL, 
“TILLETT CHADWICK. 
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